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For newlyweds, happily married men, and every husband in between, this pocket-sized gift book
is packed with guidelines for marriage. This attractive handbook is perfect for the married (or
soon to be married!) guy.Steps to make Decisions •         Great for engagements, wedding
ceremonies, or anniversaries, this small black reserve includes chapters on everything a guy can
do to create a good husband, including:     •    •     How exactly to Hire Handymen     •  How Never
to Fight over Cash   The 10 Commandments of Laundry •  Side with Your Wife, Not Your Mother
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Useful I purchased this for my Fiancé’s birthday mainly because a gag present and honestly it
has useful information! Husband din nothing like it, but i had a grand old period ... Husband din
not like it, but i had a grand old time reading it. The author obviously has spent his time being
beaten by . Great book Short, concise and full of good things for the married guy to know. It's a
straightforward read but utilizing the principles should make an environment of difference in
virtually any marriage. valuable insights almost in 25 words or less it says everything about
various topics. Well done, Mr. Husband needs to read it Great book if my husband would read it
Great quality for a low price Bought this book for my husband as a tale. Great quality for a
minimal price! I anticipate offering it to my . Its an excellent book.. The main element points of
this reserve will avoid such beatings. Its an excellent book. I plan on offering it to my sons when
they get older. I bought this for my very best guy friend who simply got married this past
summer. Great buy! This is such a great read! Alot of basics that we no longer consider. It's
funny and informational at the same time! Totally an excellent buy :) Solid basic advice for the
new husband I found this book to involve some very guidelines and is delivered within an easy
to understand way without having to be preachy. Simple also to the point. I set it throughout the
house after we argue so he is able to find it... The author obviously has spent his time being
beaten by women.. this is a bit weighty on the hard aspect of relationships rather than so noisy
about the huge benefits but has useful insights. San Juan, and many thanks for the advice.
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